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This authoritative reference contains a vast amount of information about Oriental rugs.Oriental
Rugs: A Complete Guide is the first large volume on the subject to be printed in the past forty-
five years is meant for the individual who is interested in purchasing his first Oriental Rug, as well
as the collector, museum, and rug importer.The volume is divided into three main parts. Part I,
entitled "General Discussion devotes one chapter to each of the large rug weaving countries and
includes helpful hints as to what the rug buyer should look for in an particular rug.Part II,
"Description of Types," is an alphabetical list of all the names that have been used to identify
rugs in the past, as well as the names that are being used at present. Each entry is followed by a
full discussion and description of the rug.Part III, “Plates,” contains 194 pictures of different types
of rugs, complete with descriptive captions for each. Thirty-nine of the plates are in full color. All
of the plates are large, allowing the reader to see the design, and in some cases, the colors
used in the particular rug.
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479PREFACEMY FIRST EFFORT at book writing in 1931, Facts about Oriental Rugs, met with a
warm reception throughout the country. Many changes occurred in the next twenty years, and so
in 1952 I wrote another small book, under the same title, Facts about Oriental Rugs. This edition
was quickly exhausted and has been reprinted.This is my first effort at a large book, intended as
the most complete coverage of the subject ever attempted by any writer anywhere. It is offered in
the belief that it is needed to fill a great void. It should be helpful to those seeking basic
information, as well as to the student and art lovers, the collector, and the expert. I am confident
that the importers and the retail dealers throughout the country will welcome this dissemination
of information.Certainly, no subject of equal prominence has been so neglected in print. There is
not a book on Oriental Rugs on the market, with the exception of my small book. Every book
discussed below, and in my chapter on "Rug Books," is out of print. Only at the public library can
one find a few books on Oriental Rugs.John Kimberly Mumford's book, Oriental Rugs, published
in 1900, was the first book on Oriental Rugs ever written by an American. Between 1900 and
1917 several other books on the subject were published. All of these books followed Mumford's
facts. I am indebted to Mr. Mumford, from whose estate I received all of his books, his writings,
and volumes of personal, hand written notes. Incidentally, Mr. Mumford was a Syracusan before
he moved to New York City.I am also indebted to another Syracusan, Dr. G. Griffin Lewis, author
of the book The Practical Book of Oriental Rugs, whose first edition was published in 1911. He
left me much of his material in his will. I had the privilege of helping him on his sixth revised
edition published in 1945.But without detracting from these excellent books, it is only correct to
state that most of them are out of date as far as assisting those interested in determining what
type of rug they should buy. They dealt with types available around 1900 to 1915, and more
often described rugs made from 1700 to 1900. The old types discussed in these books have
seldom been imported during the past thirty years. I re-emphasize the point that these books,
even in the period 1920-30, covered less than half the rugs imported in that period. Those few
that are found in the trade have come from private collections and estates and were imported
fifty to eighty years ago. However, I urge everyone to read one of these books as background.My
principal source of information is from actual experience. I have been a hobbyist, collector,
writer, lecturer on the subject, and a dealer for thirty-eight years. Except for the period of three
years during the last war, when I was in the Army, I have visited the New York wholesale market
at least once every month, visiting most of the importing houses; which enabled me to see a
large portion of all rugs imported to America. I have made over thirty buying trips abroad.I have
seen most of the collections in the different museums, not only in America, but throughout
Europe. I have seen hundreds of private collections in America and abroad, and have also
supplied rugs for many of the great collections throughout the country. Finally, I might add that it
is possible I have bought more Oriental Rugs than any living, active buyer. While I cannot hope
to make the reader know rugs, I can arm the prospective buyer with a certain amount of
elementary knowledge.But there is no way to really learn rugs without association with the actual



rugs. Seeing the rugs, taking them in hand, evaluating their designs and colors, is the only way
to acquire a basic knowledge.In a chapter devoted to listing and discussing Oriental Rug books,
I will list and classify other Oriental Rug books. The best and most authoritative book ever written
on the subject is by an Englishman, A. Cecil Edwards', The Persian Carpet, first published in
1953. It is devoted almost exclusively to Modern Persian Rugs. It devotes only seven pages of
description and five pages to plates of eight individual antique rugs in the museums. He does
not touch on rugs from other countries.My chapter on "Difference between European Market
and the American Markets," explains this in detail. Having visited the London market or the Free
Port of London, Culver Street warehouse, once or twice a year for over thirty years, I appreciate
both points of view.I know that as I write, I will have to delete and omit many discussions that I
would like to present. I will sacrifice much of the history of the countries, towns, an? tribes,
because this has already been covered in detail by other authors. I will briefly touch on those
changes that have occurred since 1900.Mr. Edwards covers only modem Persian rugs in his
great volume which sells for $30 in America. My publishers will be able to offer this volume for
$12.50.PART IGeneral DiscussionChapter OneIN GENERALDESPITE the widespread sales,
and the general use of Oriental Rugs that has been going on in the last fifty years, there is a
suprisingly small number of people who know anything at all about Oriental Rugs; and still fewer
who have absorbed a real appreciation and true understanding of them as works of art, or of
their artistic value and place in the decorative treatment of a room.Some prospective buyers do
not even know what a real Oriental Rug is. They are confused by the term American Oriental
Rug. Fortunately, today the Federal Government requires the latter to be designated and
advertised as Oriental Designs, instead of the old way of calling them American Oriental Rugs.
To be classed as an Oriental Rug, the rug must be hand knotted, while the so-called Oriental
Design Rug is machine made in America. It takes months and even years to tie the thousands,
yes, even millions of hand tied knots that make up one Oriental Rug. No machine has yet been
devised to tie the individual knots that characterize a handmade Oriental Rug. If and when one is
devised, much of the interest and charm of the Oriental will be lost, because each design will be
stamped out in a regularity that will take away much of its character. Have you ever closely
examined, for example, the border design of a rug? You will detect that no two of the same
design (the turtle design for instance) are identical. Each is a little different from the other.If you
look into a Persian rug, you will discover that each figure is bounded by a line of another color,
sometimes so fine as to be almost imperceptible. Yet, this inconspicuous outline has an
extraordinary effect on the field of color it encloses. The same tint will have an entirely different
look, or shade into different directions of the spectrum, according to the color of its outline. No
machine made rug can possibly achieve these effects. But I cover Oriental copies under that
heading. Anyone who cannot see the difference between a real handmade Oriental Rug has just
never looked or is just downright stubborn. Modern tools and science have done nothing to
improve the handmade rug, just as printed copies will never replace the brush of a great
painter.Oriental Rugs were first imported to America in numbers about 1875. In the period 1900



to 1915 almost any and everyone who had,the price wanted Oriental Rugs. By 1905 the demand
became so great that Persia began weaving rugs in tremendous numbers. Factories were set up
in all the large cities. A rug factory was any place where the merchant could set up a number of
looms and hire weavers. The process was the same and all work was done by hand.After World
War I, in the lush twenties, again Oriental Rugs were the most prized and sought after of all rugs.
While there were thousands of so-called hobbyists and collectors until the great depression of
1929, still most of the hundreds of thousands of people who bought Oriental Rugs seldom took
the time to gain even the most elementary knowledge about the rugs they bought or proposed to
buy. Even today, when I wait on a customer in my store, I find that not one out of ten know the
following simple facts. I might add that they are keenly interested in the facts I tell them. The
amazing thing is that my managers and salesmen whom I have trained for many years, and who
have heard me relate these details hundreds of times, seldom take the time to tell these facts to
the customer.I relate "Originally all rugs brought to America prior to 1905, were rugs that had
been used in the homes of the Oriental who made them. To be sure, many of them had been
walked on, but the Orientals remove their shoes before entering their dwellings. Some rugs were
used as beds, as bed covers, as hangings and many other practical uses, since the rug was the
Oriental's principal furnishing." I further explain that a new rug is quite bright; but usually,
exposure to the light and atmosphere mellows the colors; that whoever bought these old rugs,
whether perfect or slighty worn, had a rug for a great many years. The rug lasted the buyer's
lifetime and often went to the second generation.I further relate that by 1905 the supply of
antique and semi-antique rugs, or in other words, rugs with soft colors, were already becoming
scarce. A way had to be found to get soft colored rugs overnight. To accomplish this, plants were
set up in and around New York City for chemically bleaching of these rugs after they arrived in
this country. The final result was that not only were the rugs bleached, but in most cases the rugs
were retouched by a painting process, then waxed and run through hot rolls to give the rug a
high glossy finish. Needless to say, this treatment not only reduced the thickness of the rug, but
injured the wearing quality as well.I go further and explain: "that this was not the exception but
rather the general rule; that 75% of all Oriental Rugs offered throughout America by small
dealers or large department stores were the chemically washed and painted variety. There were
small dealers who sold only natural colored rugs, but they were few in numbers." I think if one
asked me why we have reached our present position in the Oriental Rug field, I would answer
that it was due to my refusal to sell the chemically washed rugs. After you explain this, they
quickly ask "Then why did good stores sell chemically treated Oriental Rugs when it reduced the
life of the rug?" The answer is that it is difficult to find enough new rugs in different sizes in
beautiful colors, and that this treatment turned a very crude rug to soft colors and gave the rug a
silky finish, making it more salable to the person who knew litde about rugs. A bright new rug will
soften with use and acquire its own natural sheen and lustre. But the beginner wants the
maximum in beauty at once. However, I do not believe that one prospective buyer in one
hundred would have bought the treated and painted rug if he had known the full facts.It was a



sad commentary when the public went to one of our great department stores with which they
had dealt for years, believing this to be the surest way to eliminate the element of gamble in
buying an Oriental Rug. Generally, they were shown only the chemically treated types and,
naturally, ended up by buying one of them. There was seldom a word said about the rug having
been treated, unless the prospective buyer knew something about rugs and specified that he did
not want a treated rug. Many stores actually advertised that the rugs were beautifully washed
(not a soap and water wash-but a chemical bath).You will notice that I have used the past tense.
I am glad that our high wages in America (since about 1955) has made the painting process too
expensive. Today very few rugs are both chemically washed and painted in New York, but rather
are given only a light lime wash. The vast majority are being lightly washed in Iran, where the
labor is still a·few cents a day, instead of a hundred dollars a week that the workers in Jersey
City demanded.Far reaching changes in the past eight yearsI could have made this heading
"Tremendous Changes During the Past Two Years." Last spring, 1961, I wrote Part I of this book,
and detailed the many changes that had transpired in the Oriental Rug field. Now, as we go to
press in 1962, I find it necessary to rewrite Part I because of the changes that have occurred in
the past year.At this point we list these changes, and later we discuss these under their proper
heading-i.e., Chapter "Persian Rugs," Chapter "Turkish Rugs," etc.1. Shortages in supply of
Persian rugs in every category. The supply has been cut in half in the past eight years. The
supply of Sarouks coming to America has been reduced to half.2. Great changes in Iran. The
improved or higher standard of living in Iran has increased prices and reduced the number of
rugs woven. Many weavers, especially the grown-ups, find they can make more money at other
jobs. The Persians themselves are buying Oriental Rugs in great numbers. The quality of Persian
Rugs as a class is deteriorating. It is in Iran that the most radical of changes are taking place. All
Near East countries are buying large numbers of Persian Rugs.3. European countries,
especially West Germany, are buying heavily and out-bidding Americans for Persian Rugs. They
are actually buying more than Americans and are willing to pay more than our American
buyers.4. Many European dealers are coming to America and buying antique rugs in large
numbers. Remember that the Orient had been stripped of real antiques (except those in
Mosques) for the past 30 years. Rare rugs from estates and collectors fall into the hands of
dealers. The European dealers have bought hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of these
choice rugs in America and have taken them back to Europe. My own personal experience is
that a wholesaler from Europe will, at the present time, pay more for a good antique than will
most Americans. I have wondered how this dealer, a wholesaler, can hope to sell these to a retail
store; and then, how the retail store can add a profit. Europeans have not had the money in fifty
years to buy these rugs in numbers; but never in the history of Oriental Rugs has there been
such a sellers' market as exists in Europe (excluding the English, who do not have the money
and buy very few). Until a few years ago I could buy from a few small dealers in the wholesale
market a number of choice old rugs each month. Today I hardly visit these small places, knowing
that they can get much more from European buyers than I can possibly pay.5. Japan has entered



the rug weaving field. They are weaving and sending to America a number of excellent type rugs.
The costliest and best quality of the Japanese rugs is the Imperial, made in both French
Savonerrie design (Aubusson design) and the China design. These rugs are finding a very good
market, but with the wholesale price at this time having risen so high, they have pretty well
priced themselves out of the market. A 9 X 12 Imperial at $1,000 has less than 33% gross mark-
up. The second quality, a very excellent rug named the Fuigi Royal is not being brought to
America in numbers because the cost is too great to sell in volume. The Peking rugs in antique
Chinese design (made in Japan) in light and mostly pastel colors, has been brought in by one
importing house in numbers. The prices on these remain quite moderate, though they have risen
in the past two years.6. Afghanistan has entered the rug weaving field in the past eight years,
and is producing many types of Bokhara rugs. Most of these go to Europe. The demand in
Europe and especially in Germany for this type of rug sent prices up at least 40% from 1959 to
1960. So far I have been the sole importer of these to America.7. West Pakistan has entered the
rug weaving field in the past three years, and is making two general types. One type copies the
Tekke or Royal Bokhata rugs, while a second type employs designs usually found in Persian
Tabriz rugs. The first type in Bokhata designs should meet with success, but I predict that those
in Tabriz design will not find favor in America. They may do well in Europe.8. India has increased
her output greatly during the past eight years. In and around Mirzapur are some 2,000,000
persons in the rug weaving industry. As:persia, with her limited population of some 15,000,000,
weaves fewer and fewer rugs (and on the whole, rugs of poorer quality), India with her
300,000,000 people may supplant Iran as the Number One rug weaving country.9. In my 1952
Edition, I said that no Chinese rugs had been made since about 1932 and that it was doubtful if
Chinese rugs would be made for many years to come. Imagine my surprise to find new Chinese
rugs of very superior quality in the Free Port of London, Culver Street warehouse, for sale in
19601 We do not trade with Communist China and so they cannot be brought to America. These
were better than any Chinese rugs I have ever seen. They were about the same quality as the
superior Japanese Imperial rugs. I predict that when and if we ever trade with Communist China,
and these can be imported, they will not be sold in numbers. The wholesale price in London was
about $5 per square foot. With duty and shipping charges to be added, it is safe to say that the
retail price at the moment would be at least $850 for a 9 X 12 rug. This price precludes any real
volume. Perhaps they will produce a good, moderately priced rug.10. In my 1952 edition, I said
that Turkey had been out of the rug weaving business for over twenty years. In 1960 small
numbers of new Turkish rugs in sizes about 7 X 4 ft. made their appearance in New York at one
importing house. I also saw some silk family prayer rugs in quantity (all having exactly the same
design) in the London warehouse. The first type will most certainly not meet with any success in
the American market. They are lacking in beauty, and even if the prices were not too high
compared to Persian rugs, they would still not become popular in America. The second is purely
novelty and would not fit in as floor covering.11. In 1952 I said that no Caucasian rugs of any
type were being imported and I doubted if any were being made. In 1960, Russia has again set



up looms in the Caucasus (now Soviet States of Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia). I recently
saw the first of some 25 designs which they are going to make in the old Caucasian designs;
Kubas, Kazaks, Sbirvans, Erivans, and others. The reason is obvious. With Europe on the
wildest spending spree for Oriental Rugs, Russia and all these countries are trying to cash in on
the demand. These new Caucasian rugs may find a market in Germany and European countries,
provided they can compete in price with the Persian Ardebil rugs Wersian rugs in Caucasian
designs). Much of this renewal may be ascribed to the tact that Germans, Italians, and others
have been buying, by the thousands, our old estate and antique Caucasian rugs. These are their
preferred types at the moment. They are stripping all wholesalers and small jobbers, and are
even paying retail dealers more for these than he, the American dealer, can hope to get from his
wealthier clients in America. Again, I predict that these new rugs will fail in America.13. Another
amazing fact is the appearance of large numbers of Oriental Rugs that are being woven in
Bulgaria. These are excellent quality rugs in Tabriz designs. They are actually as good or better
in quality and conception than the average, better quality Persian Tabriz rug. They are too
mechanical in appearance and will be too costly for any general selling in America.Thus after my
1952 prediction that fewer and fewer rugs would be made each succeeding year in Iran, I find
that the pattern was true in Iran, and is true today. With the demand in Europe exceeding the
supply, even as the Europeans take away much of the supply that formerly came to America,
other countries have seen an opportunity to enter the field. Unless Europe, and especially West
Germany, continues on her spending spree for Orientals, I predict that these new ventures will
be short-lived. It is only the sharp increase in prices that made it possible for these countries with
higher wages than Iran enjoys, to enter the field.The greatest change of all is the unprecedented
demand and buying power of the Europeans. Never in the history of Oriental Rugs have they
been in such demand by Europe. The German buyers buy with much abandon. They turn a few
rugs in a large group and then buy the entire group, involving many thousands of dollars.
Whether the rug is thick, worn, or crooked doesn't seem to make any difference. Any American
buyer who did this would be fired by his store; and if I bought in the same inefficient way, I would
be out of business in short order.Chapter TwoGENERAL CLASSIFICATIONClassification by
countriesWHEN most people think of an Oriental Rug, they have in mind a Persian rug (persia is
now called Iran); and although Iran has always been the largest weaver of Oriental Rugs, there
have been and are many other rug weaving countries. India is increasing her output of
handmade rugs, and may one day supplant Persia. Japan, Afghanistan, and Pakistan have
entered the rug weaving field and are producing many excellent Oriental Rugs.Rugs are
grouped according to the country in which they are made. We refer to the country as the Family
of the rug. The name of a rug may be derived from the city in which it is made, or from the
district, or from the Nomad tribe by whom the rug is woven. Others simply have trade names. As
you read Part II, you will find many infringements on famous names by new, cheap rugs. Below
are listed all the countries that have made them in the past or are making them today.Iran
(persia)IndiaCaucasia-now several Soviet StatesTurkeyTurkestan or Turkoman group-also called



Central Asiatic group (now Soviet States of Turkmen, Uzbek, and
Kazakh.)ChinaJapanAfghanistanPakistanBalkan rugs-hand woven in BulgariaGreece (made
only during the period 1923-1931)I do not devote a chapter to rugs from Greece, as they are the
identical types described under the heading of Group ITI, Chapter on "Turkish Rugs." We refer to
the Sarouk made in Persia as a Sarouk, or a Sarouk from Persia (Iran), or a Persian Sarouk. The
name of the rug is Sarouk. The family or country is Persian or Iranian.MAP 1. GENERAL MAP
OF AN IMPORTANT RUG WEAVING AREA.Classification according to ageA second
classification may be made according to the age of the rug.AntiquesSemi-
AntiquesModernAntique rugs may be further divided into Classical Antique Rugs of museum
quality-100 to 400 years old-and later day Antique-50 years or more of age. See the chapter on
Antique Rugs.We refer to a rug as being semi-antique if it is from ten to fifty years old. This
indicates three things: that the rug has been used; that the colors are more refined than a new
rug; and that the crudity of a new rug is gone and the colors are somewhat mellow.Modern or
New Oriental Rugs may be further classified as those which employ the traditional old designs
and those like most Modern Sarouks. which employ a design that was completely new some 40
years ago when these designs were first used.The modern rugs should further be divided after
they come to America as those that are chemically treated and those that are sold in natural
colors. Unti11950, 90% of all Persian rugs imported were chemically treated. Today, less than
5% are chemically treated and painted. We can make many other classifications of Oriental
Rugs. We call a scatter size a rug, and a 6 X 9 ft. rug or larger a carpet.Most of the early writers
delighted in using "dimensional classification." A small mat was called a "Pushti." A Dozar was a
scatter size rug, meaning "two square meters," and referring to a rug approximately 6 X 31' This
term has survived and is still used in the trade, i.e., Sarouk Dozar, or Hamadan Dozar. But,
Dozar for the past 40 years has meant a slightly larger rug-a size 6 X 4 to 7 X 5 ft.Kenari refers to
runners. Kelai, Kali, Kelei (originally spelled "Ghali") refers to long narrow carpets, about 5 X 10
to 6 X 18 ft.Odjalik or Ojaklik refers to a hearth design in a rug about 6 X 4 ft. In the Orient a
hearth rug is nothing more than a bed. See Ojaklik, Part II.Sedjadeb and Namizlik are both one
and the same; namely a Prayer rug. Most of these "names" have been discarded. Only Dozar
has general usage today. The terms, "runner" and "prayer rug" and "mat" are less confusing and
more easily understood by everyone.Mr. Mumford was the first to introduce words ending in "lik."
All such names are taken from the Turkish language. Some names such as Ojaklik, Sedjalik, and
Namazlik refer more to usage.The Guide to Victoria and Albert Museum, London, England
covers the subject of classification of Oriental Rugs with the following information: "The historical
study of carpets is not without its difficulties. The lands of Western Asia, which, have for
centuries produced most of the knotted carpets found in the markets of the world, have
frequently been overrun by the invader; and when, in addition to this, we reflect that many carpet-
weaving peoples are migratory, and that the,carpet is not only the principal item of the Oriental's
domestic furniture, but is also liable to follow him wherever he goes, we cannot be suprised that
the classification of Oriental carpets has many pitfalls." This is as true today as when the above



was first written in 1915. Witness the many Turkoman Tribes and weavers that have crossed
from Soviet Russian States into northwestern section of Iran and into Afghanistan and West
Pakistan. Each of these are reproducing rugs in the same general design as they wove when
they lived in Turkestan (now S.S. States of Turkmen, Uzbek, and Kazakh).Chapter
ThreePERSIAN RUGSEVEN THOUGH the name Iran has been well known for a generation, I
do not wish to completely substitute the name "Iranian" for Persian. I will use Iranian and Persian
interchangeably.When most people think of an Oriental Rug, they visualize only the Persian Rug
and think of it as having only the Persian design. Persia is now called Iran. The people in Iran
have always called themselves Iranians and not Persians, but it is only in recent years that we
say Iran and not Persia. Ninety percent of all Oriental Rugs sold in America and in Europe are
from Iran.In general the Persians prefer a floral to a formal design, and a graceful curve to a
geometric pattern. Rugs from Iran are thought of as having distinctly floral patterns. The leaves,
flowers, palmettes, rosettes, and other graceful and intricate patterns are found in the majority of
rugs made in Iran. In contrast to the rugs from Iran, the rugs from Caucasia, Turkey, and Central
Asia have designs that are mostly geometric and highly conventionalized floral designs (the
designs of flowers and vines in stiff straight lines, in contrast to the curving and realistic lines of
the Persian Rugs).But to say that all rugs from Iran are floral in design is incorrect. The rugs from
northern Iran adjacent to Russia's Caucasia have the highly conventionalized floral designs.
These show a marked Caucasian influence and are always geometric in design. The Herez,
Gorevans, Serabs, and Karaja are more geometric than floral. Some of the Shirazes from
Southern Iran have the geometric effect as do many Bahktiaris, Mshars, and others.The
boundaries of Persia have changed in the course of history. A majority of the Nomad Tribes in
many sections were once Turkish, and Turkish is still the language spoken by them. An
interesting design of Persian rugs is the prevalence of Chinese motifs and especially the
Chinese cloud bank design. The Mongols overran Persia in the 13th century and the Chinese
influence has appeared in Persian art since that time. The Persian's love of flowers and gardens
is often depicted in his weaving, in the form of compartment carpets and other designs believed
to represent their gardens. Animals and human forms were also used in the old Persian rugs.
Few of these human forms are used today, except in some of the Ispahans and TeheransMAP 2.
GENERAL MAP OF PERSIA (OR IRAN).Today Iran and India are the only two countries
producing rugs in great numbers. These countries are making entirely different types. The
Persians are, as a class, colorful rugs; while the rugs from India are almost entirely in light pastel
colors. Persia is probably the cradle of all rug weaving, but there are no definite examples
available earlier than the 15th century. Inasmuch as we cover early Persian rugs in the chapter
on Antique Rugs, I will not discuss it here.You need not be dismayed if I have spelled some
name differently from the way you believe it should be spelled. Even National Geographic spells
the same town slightly different on their maps appearing only a few months apart. One map
spells Mehrevan (Herez district) and another spells it Mehreban (Herez district). On their maps
they spell the town Qom and later Qum. Most importers spell it Gum. Many people spell Sarouk



without the "0," or Saruk. Kerman or Kirman, Keshan or Kashan, the one is perhaps as correct
as the other.Fig. 1. (1) Typical floral center found in most Persian rugs. (2) Large motif with more
geometric lines typical of designs found in Kuajas. (Scatter sizes and runners.) (3) Henri design-
often called the fish design-also the Peraghan design. (4) Shah Abbas design. There are a
number of variations of this design. (5) Gula Hinnai design. Varies slightly in detail in many rugs.
(6) Mina Khani design. (7) So-called peat design. Also called palm design. (8) Persian Palmette.
Used in both field and borders. (9) Turtle design. (10) Rosette design. (11) Wine Cup and
Serrated Leaf design. These final three designs are found in many Persian rugs.Fig. 2. Rug on
the left shows the Herati (also called Feraghan) design found in many Persian rugs of different
types, but principally in Hamadans and Sena Kurds. Picture is of an Ingeles rug. finest of Sena
Kurds. Field is red. Rug on the right shows general design with many variations found in about
half of all new runners imported, and a great many small rugs. Field is either a bright red or ivory.
Designs are colorful.List of Persian RugsAfshar
(Afshari)AinabadArak(Arac)ArdabilBahktiariBahkshis (Bakshaish)Baluchistan
(Beloochistan)BibikabadBijarBirjandBorchaluDargazineFeraghanGorevanHamadanHeratHerez
(Heriz)IngelasIspahanIspahan MeshedJosanJoshiganKashan (Keshan)Kasvin
(Kazvin)KaradaghKarajaKarajeKaputarhangKirman (Kerman)Kirmanshah
(Kermanshah)Khorasan (Khursan)KurdistanLillihanMahalMecca Shiraz
(Qashqai)MelayerMeshedMehrebanMir-SarabendMosulMuskabadNainNirisPolonaiseQashqai
(Kashkai) (Ghasgai)Qum (Qom) (Gum)SarabandSavalanSarouk (Saruk)Sena (Senna)
(Senneh)Sena-KelimSena-KurdSerapiSerabShirazSuj-BulakSultanabadTabrizTeheran
(Tehran)Turkbaff (Turkibafi)VeraminYezdZanjanZeli-SultanEach week in the New York papers I
find many standard names spelled differently from anything in any book or any previous, crazy
spelling. Recently a famous store spelled the famous name Bokhara with a "u," "Bukara." That
was a first as far as I know. Many slight variations in spelling, such as Sarouk or Heriz instead of
Herez, and others are logical, and one spelling is as good as the other. If we followed exactly the
Iranian spelling of all towns we would also make some changes. The British spell some of these
names slightly different, and so do the German authors when their names are translated into
English. But, none of these are confusing. It is only when I see some crazy name in an
advertisement in a New York paper, that I get upset. Why such names are used or where they
come from, I do not know. Recently an ad in the New York Times, by one of the best stores,
listed "Mazleghan, Ghafghaz, Talfresh and Saveh." These names are absolutely unknown to me.
The ad caption was "Old Oriental Rugs," so these could not be trade names, and they certainly
are not listed in any book I have read. I can understand spelling Turkman "Torkoman" and similar
errors.The young man who heads this department is a fine, enterprising young buyer, who has to
make up for his inexperience by his natural ability and initiative. It is only when stores drag in
phony names to cover up a well-established name that I become irked. I object to a Turkibaff
being called an Ispahan. No one must be surprised at the appearance of many new trade names
from India.Seven large rug weaving districts in IranThe capital of Iran is Teheran. The six large



rug weaving districts have as their market center, the cities of Hamadan, Tabriz, Sultanabad
(also called Arak), Kirman, Meshed, and Shiraz. I have included the three Bokhara tribes which
have settled in northeast Iran and are now producing rugs in the Tekke Bokhara design.It is in
the above cities, excluding Shiraz, that most of the looms for making large carpet sizes exist. In
addition to these large weaving districts, there are many smaller districts, individual cities and
towns and nomad tribes producing many rugs. I have tried to list each and every known weave,
and group them into districts where made. That I will inadvertently omit some unimportant name
is quite possible.The Kasvin rug is different from all other rugs woven in the Hamadan district. It
is tightly woven and more like a Sarouk in weave and thickness.Bibikabads, Ingeles, and
Borchalu are sold under these names. Before roads were opened up, and when there was little
information on these, we called them Sena Kurds. I am gradually discarding the name "Sena
Kurd" for these three types. Kabutarhang are sold as such, or as Hamadans; so are Dargezins
sold under their own name today.Arak or Sultanabad DistrictA large city where most Sarouks are
woven; formerly called Sultanabad; today Arak is more in use.Woven in the city and towns are
three general types, or rather, qualities: Sarouks, Araks, and Mahals (or Muskabads or
Sultanabads); these last three named according to quality.Sarouk (town)Feraghan
(district)Muskabad (town)Arak (Sultanabad) (city)Sarouks are woven in all these towns and
districts. Sarouk is a small village and could weave only a fraction of the Sarouks made. Actually,
the Feraghan district, which includes the village of Sarouk, weaves all three types. Muskabad
weaves mostly rugs offered by that name, but has turned to weaving some Sarouks. There are
many other villages in the area, all weaving the three general types.Kirman DistrictMany rug
weaving factories in the city of KirmanAll rugs made in the many towns and outlying districts are
in Kirman designs and sold as Kirmans. Many qualities and designs are found.Kirman district
embraces the city of Kirman and an area for perhaps 100 miles north and south of the city, and
50 miles east and west.The exception is the Afshari-a tribal rug woven in many nearby
villages.Kirmanshah-no rugs made by this name. Kirmanshah is 800 miles to the West of
Kirman. See Part II discussion of this.Meshed-Principal city in the large Khllrasan District in
Eastern IranTurkibaff-sold as Ispahan and made only in the city of Meshed. Uses Turkish
knot.Meshed-rugs made in many towns are Mesheds. The large Khurasan district makes both
Mesheds and Birjands. Uses Sena knot.Khurasan-made in many villages. Birjand, city where
many rugs are made and marketed as Birjands. Uses Sena knot.When one reads this list he
must not get the idea that all of the named rugs are available today. Also, he should remember
that all sizes are not made in all types. Certain types are made only in certain sizes. For instance,
the Serab comes only in camels hair fields about 5 X 3 ft. to 7 X 3 ft., 8 to 18 ft. lengths X 3.3 ft.
widths. They make no carpet sizes and no scatter sizes excepting the 5 X 3 ft. sizes. Rare
exceptions do exist.There are many villages weaving rugs offered as Mesheds and Birjands.
These rugs vary greatly in quality. Note that I refuse to call the city made rug, the Turkibaff, and
best rug woven in the entire district, Ispahan. Practically every dealer and importer alike gives
these that name. They are wrong to do so. I have adopted the name Ispahan Meshed in order to



try to link these names for business reasons. I refuse to infringe on the great name Ispahan. The
new Ispahan is a fine and very short nap rug, while the Turkibaff is a thick, tightly woven rug with
about one third as many knots to the inch.The Beluchistans are marketed in Meshed or Birjand,
but I did not list them under this heading. See Part II.Shiraz DistrictThe City of Shiraz is the
market place for all the Shiraz types, woven by the several large Fars Tribes (280,000 in
number), occupying an area 150 miles by 150 miles, with scores of villages in the area. The City
of Shiraz has not woven rugs; but with the increase in prices, looms may have been set up there
during the past few years. The Qashqai (also spelled Kashkai and Ghasgai) comprises several
tribes and weaves rugs known by this name, but better known in Amedca and Europe as Mecca
Shiraz.Bokhara DistrictThe other sizeable rug weaving area in Iran might be classed as the
Turkoman weaving area. It is adjacent to Russia's Turkmen S.S.R. and occupies a large area
beginning on the east of the Caspian Sea, extending along the Persian-Russian border, all the
way east and north of the Khurasan district. The three tribes are the Jafarbai, the Atabai and the
Tekkeh. They weave rugs in the Tekke or Royal Bokhara designs. See Bokhara Part II and Plate
20.If you walk into most stores and are looking for a 9 X 12 ft. Oriental rug, you will generally find
only Gorevans, Herez, Kirmans, Sarouks, Mahals, Bibikabads, Araks, Kasvins, and
Kaputarhang. As a rule, all will be new. In extra large sizes most of the rugs are Kirmans,
Kaputarhangs, Sarouks, Kasvins, Herez, Bibikabads, Ispahan, Mesheds, and Mahals. A limited
number in semi-old Bijars, Kashans, Tabriz, and Sultanabads may be found. Also, one will find a
few large sizes in semi-antique Kashans and Bibikabads (Sena Kurds). In scatter sizes, more
than half of all available come from an area in and around Hamadan. Many scatter sizes are
available in Sarouks, Kirmans, Karajas, Herez, and Kasvins.In new runners, the vast majority will
be Dergazins or Hamadans. These two with Karaja (Herez) runners comprise 90 percent of all
runners available today.A check on each type of rug in Part II, will give full details on each
rug.While there is a great difference and a wide variety of designs among Persian Rugs, still they
have enough similarity and enough in common to use most different type rugs together.
Remember above all else. Name does not definitely determine the quality of an Oriental Rug.
Rugs by the same name vary greatlY in quality and beauty.The few Lillihans made are marketed
in Arak (Sultanabad); but they are an individual item, more like a fine Hamadan than the Sarouk,
Arak, or Sultanabad.The Sarabend district is only some 30 miles from Arak, and their rugs are
marketed there, but I did not class them under that group since they are so different in design
and weave. I may have to withdraw this statement in time, as some of the finest new Sarouks are
appearing with the small Sarabend Pear design.The changes in Iran are many anti of great
consequence since 1952It is only by reason of the sub-standard living scale that handmade
rugs can be sold at prices within reason. Until recent years, there were millions of weavers in
Iran. Much of the present day weaving is being done by small children, at fifteen to twenty-five
cents a day, perhaps for even less. The grown women are finding that they can get a dollar a day
or more in the larger cities. Most of the weaving, in outlying districts and small villages, amounts
to fifteen to twenty-five cents. We are beginning to realize that the much talked-of "end of the



great art of rug weaving" will likely come to be realized in Iran in our lifetime. Certainly fewer and
fewer are being made.A dollar a day wages for all rug weaving in Iran will increase the present
day prices of most Persian rugs from three to six times the present prices. I made a very similar
statement in my 1952 edition, and my estimate was rather accurate. Much of what I predicted
has come to pass, and perhaps there are less than half the numbers of weavers in Iran, today
1962, as in 1952.The shortage in supply from Persia (Iran) is realShortages and improvement in
standard of living are tied to each other. With Persia (Iran) supplying perhaps 75% of all Oriental
Rugs offered in America, it is a serious matter to rug dealers, and the public in general, when the
supply is cut in half over the past few years. A more correct statement would be to make the
following three estimates:First) that the supply of new Persian rugs coming to America has been
reduced 50%.Second) the supply of semi-antique Persian rugs has been reduced by 90% from
the number of semi-antiques that came here in 1950.Third) the supply of antique Persian rugs
coming from Iran has been reduced 99% from the number that came ten years ago.Ten years
ago I could buy two hundred semi-antique Persian rugs in the New York market in one day. I
could select these from many hundreds of semi-antique Persian rugs. Today we can buy
practically none. Where we could find and buy twenty suitable, semi-old rugs in nice soft colors,
today we are fortunate to find one. Very few real antiques have come from Iran in many years.
Now, hardly a single antique comes from there.The hard cold facts are that the United States
imported only about four million dollars worth of Persian rugs in 1960. All of this has happened
when there is a greatly increased demand for Oriental Rugs in America. It is the first general
revival of interest over the country in twenty-nine years.We here in Central New York and in a few
other sections, such as Massachusetts, have never had a let-up in the demand. But even here,
where the demand has always remained, it is much greater today.Europeans buying heavilyPart
of our shortage is due to the fact that Europe, particularly West Germany, is again prosperous,
and is buying over twice as many Persian rugs as America is buying. Added to this is the fact
that Persians themselves, especially in the large capital city of Teheran, are buying rugs in great
numbers. I will devote a short chapter to this subject in later pages.The demand by the Persians
and Europeans has influenced some of the great changes. One of the startling changes in the
supply to America in the type of rug being produced, is to be found in Sarouks and Kirmans.
These two types have been the two main items to fill the demand for the higher priced new rugs.
The Kirman, with its light field and pastel colors, has become our costliest rug since World War
II. It has been a favorite with the decorator trade. The hobbyist and lover of antiques does not
generally like the modern Kirman. But Kirmans must certainly be classed as the most salable of
modern Persian rugs. Of course, the cost of these prevented most from buying them.There were
two general qualities. One, the family-made Kirman, which is generally referred to as the Bazaar
quality. While it is rather finely woven, it is not as fine nor as heavy or as tightly woven as the
better qualities of Kirman. The wool in these Bazaar quality Kirman is, as a rule, not very durable.
The better quality is generally referred to as Contract quality Kirman.A few American importers
own a good number of looms and control the quality, and bring in a better grade of wool than the



local market affords. Many other looms are owned by rich Persians, who contract with American
importers or other dealers to weave Kirmans for them in a superior quality. In the City of Arak
(also called Sultanabad) and in the surrounding villages, a good many thousand Sarouks have
been woven each year, especially for the American market. This was true until a year or two ago.
In the fall of 1959 the number of Kirmans and Sarouks that came to America was very small as
compared to the number brought here during previous years.The facts are, the owners of these
looms in Kirman and Sultanabad found a better demand and a better price from the European
buyers, and also from Teheran dealers. Instead of the very thick Kirman and Sarouk that had
been made for Americans, they are making slightly finer and thinner rugs for the Germans and
Persians. These rugs are more appreciated in Germany and Persia than in America. Give
Europeans and Persians prosperity and they will pay well for their rugs.Hamadan rugs in short
supplyIn 1959 and 1960 there was a real shortage of Kaputarhangs in the New York market.
Where in previous years there were many hundreds available in the 8 X 10 ft. and 9 X 12 ft.
sizes, there are now less than one-third of the number available. These come with a bright red
field or with the ivory field. They are the best rugs available, at a low price, in Persian rugs
coming to America today. The Persians in the Kabutarhang district almost stopped weaving
them overnight. In 1960 practically every weaver here was working on a new air field. The pay
was double that of rug weaving wages. Not only is there a shortage of Hamadan goods, but the
quality of many of these rugs has deteriorated. This may be ascribed to the use of the Jufti knot.
What has been said about the great rug center of Hamadan is equally true, or true to an even
greater extent, in Tabriz. Tabriz is the market, not only for Tabriz rugs, but also for all the rugs
from the Herez districts. The dozen or more towns and villages, some thirty miles east of Tabriz,
weave thousands of carpet sizes in many qualities. The half dozen villages in the Karaja district
also send a great number of small rugs to the Tabriz market. The Tabriz rugs were never a big
factor in the New York market since the last war. Until West Germany and Europe entered the
market several years ago, practically the entire output of Gorevans and Herez was sent to
America.While Tabriz rugs are made in many different qualities, most of the new Tabriz have too
stiff a look when new to be good sellers in the American market. For instance, the small, all over
repetitive Herati (Feraghan) design, that looks so·well in most Persian rugs, especially in the
Hamadan types; and which is one of the principal designs to be found in Tabriz carpets, looks
too angular. The short to medium clipped pile makes most Tabriz have a somewhat domestic or
machine-made look. These same rugs with a little use, lose this effect and become much more
attractive.We do miss the limited number of semi-antiques that came to America until Germany
entered the market. It is in the Herez and Gorevan types that American dealers are hardest hit.
The cheaper qualities in approximately 9 X 12 ft. sizes, were, for several years after the last war,
the No. 1 promotion item for sales in America. The rug we could sell for $195 to $225 in 1952
and was a better rug than the dealers can buy wholesale for that price today.My guess is that
Europeans are taking seventy-five percent of the output from the Herez districts. The same is
true of the thousands of scatter sizes and runners sold as Karajas.Will Kirmans price



themselves out of the market?They have pretty much done that already. A good contract quality
Kirman today is very high. The Bazaar quality Kirman, even if rather finely woven, wears down
thin too quickly. Kirmans today are at an all time high. Fewer and fewer are being imported. Retail
stores find they can sell a few of these but that the number of sales possible at the price does
not permit stocking them in numbers. The Persians themselves are buying Kirmans in great
numbers. They do not like our ivory pastel Kirman, but want the bright red.Europe has taken the
Sarollk marketFor 55 years Americans have had full control of the Sarouk (Sultanabad) market.
Thousands of Sarouks came to America every year. In 1960, the European buyers, and
especially the West German buyers, in effect took over the Sarouk market. Less than one-third
the number of Sarouks were imported to America, I personally like the designs that the
Europeans have made, and will undoubtedly buy some of these.Never has there been anything
in the Oriental Rug field as the mad, almost reckless buying of Oriental Rugs by Europeans. Talk
to any American (persian importer) buyer who has been to Iran, and you will be amazed. The
Persians themselves are not only buying for use in their homes, but buying rugs in numbers and
putting them away as an investment, knowing that the mass modernization in Iran will inevitably
increase the cost of making rugs each succeeding year.Not only have we poured hundreds of
millions into Iran on Point 4 Projects, but we have spent millions building up their military
strength. With the government determination to make compulsory education work, we can
expect this to cut the supply still further, because most of the weavers are children.Pakistan rugs
and rugs from Bulgaria will confuse many peopleYes, Pakistan rugs from West Pakistan, and
also handmade rugs from Bulgaria, are copying the Persian Tabriz design and their texture as
well. Both of these make different qualities, but on the whole they are better than the average
Tabriz rugs. What has happened is that both of these countries have bought and adopted some
paper scale patterns of Tabriz Rugs and are producing rugs which make it difficult for many
dealers to know exactly where the rugs are made. Americans are not yet too involved and have,
to date, not brought these in. I rejected both types on my trip abroad last spring for the same
reason that I reject most Tabriz rugs; namely, that they are too mechanical. The old Tabriz rugs
were more curvilinear in design with graceful curving lines, but the new Tabriz rugs and their
followers are too mechanical and angular to please most Americans. They have a certain
machine-made look in spite of their handmade honesty. Europeans do not object to this. In fact,
the Tabriz are a favorite with the Germans.Deterioration of Persian rugsMy considered judgment
is that there is a great decline in the merits of most Persian rugs. We will discuss this in more
detail under Chapters on Material and Dyes. This does not mean that there are not excellent
rugs being woven today, but it does mean that, to secure the best rug of the type, one has to do
a lot of good screening. Rugs by the same name vary greatly. As carefully as we select abroad,
we get stuck with some that are too crooked, and some that have other faults. Our method of
buying from New York importers is to carefully select a dozen small rugs from a large group. We
check these carefully for wool quality, stains, loose colors, and dead wool; and to see if the rug is
too crooked. Half of all Persian rugs are irregular in shape. After the rugs arrive in my



showrooms, we again lay these out and have our three managers approve each rug, and in the
end return 10 to 20 percent of these we had carefully chosen at the importer's showrooms.Our
friends, the importers, tell us that we are too particular and that no one else is quite so particular.
I reply that each and every one of my customers are more particular than we are.The future of
Persian rugsAt the moment it is hard to predict what will happen to Persian weaving. If we
continue to pour millions into Iran, if the mass modernization continues, if the education of the
children takes them away from weaving, and if Europeans continue to be as prosperous as they
have been during the past few years, then the picture, as far as America is concerned, is indeed
gloomy in regard to Persian rugs.The law of supply and demand will continue to function. Rugs
will be scarcer and prices will continue to mount. High prices mean fewer and fewer sales in
America and less dollar volume. When the large stores find that their costly ads and overhead
are not being met, many of them are going to drop out of the Oriental Rug business, just as they
did in the 1930-1945 period. I frankly look for many of the department stores, who reentered the
field only recently, to drop out entirely in the next year or two. Many of these will start to feature
some of the less expensive rugs from India. Even the choicest and best qualities from India are
reasonable and they are more honest, as a general rule, than the Persian rug. I look for these
rugs to supplant Iran as the No.1 weaving country. The small dealer with his cleaning plant
paying much of his expenses will continue to sell a few Persian rugs.New weave--Ardabil
RugTabriz is also the market for an entirely new type of Persian rug. Even the rug student would
mistake these for Cabistans, Daghestans, Shirvans, and Kubas. These names are Caucasian
rugs which formerly came from Caucasia (north of Iran and part of Russia). Ardabil is some 90
miles east of Tabriz and some 20 miles south of the Iranian-Azerbaijan border (an S.S. state
adjoining Iran).All of these so-called Ardabils are in geometric Caucasian design and with the
same general characteristics as to weave and thickness that the Caucasian rugs have. I first
found these in the London market. Later they were imported into the New York market in great
numbers, sizes varying from 21 X 31 ft. to 10 X 6 ft., with the majority approximately 7 X 41 ft.
and 9 X 5 ft. A few come as large as 8 X 11 ft. This past fall saw fewer of these come to the New
York market. I can only surmise that the Germans and Persians have also entered this market
heavily.Bokhara rugs from IranFor several years we have been finding at New York importers a
new type of Bokhara in the Tekke or Royal Bokhara design. They were bright new rugs in sizes
about 3x5, 6x4, 6x9, and 7 1/2 x 10ft. These are woven in the mountains of northern Persia by
women of the Turkoman tribes that formerly lived in parts of Russia and who had crossed into
Iran. These are not as fine as the real old Tekke rugs, their predecessors woven in Central Asia,
but they are very excellent rugs.There are three different tribes weaving: the Yomuts, the Tekke,
and the Atabas. All are weaving rugs in the Tekke or Royal Bokhara design. These rugs are
described under Turkoman rugs and "Bokharas from Iran."Nain Ruggs and Qum RugsRugs by
these two names have appeared only since World War II. They are perhaps the two finest types
being woven in Iran today. See Chapter "Difference Between European Market and American
Market." and Part II. Only a few of these reach America. Persians and Europeans in effect grab



these even at their high cost.Changes in color usedEight years ago, ninety percent of the
Kaputarhangs imported employed the very bright red field. Today over half of these come with
an ivory background.Kasvin in Kirman designs and colorsKasvin is one of the heaviest and most
durable rugs ever made in Iran. Most of them come in carpet sizes (6 X 9 ft. and larger).
Unfortunately, the vast majority of these came with the principal colors or background a very
vivid red. While many people bought these bright colored rugs, they were much too bright for the
vast majority of buyers.In the fall of 1959, I saw and bought, for the first time, a number of large
size Kasvins with the ivory background and many of them in Kirman colors and Kirman designs.
Only three or four had the designs and pale colors found in Kirmans. The others had a slightly
more colorful design but were a great change and improvement from the bright red fields. If the
importers and owners of the factories can continue to improve Kasvin in colors, the Kasvin will
find a warm welcome by American dealers and the buying public. With Kirmans pricing
themselves out of the market, the Kasvin as a class is a more durable rug than Kirman. This
statement would not hold true for the best contract quality Kirman, which is one of the two or
three finest qualities of rug made. The Kasvin will wear, in my opinion, as long as a high grade
Kirman; and it will wear two or three times as long as the Kirman costing the same as a
Kasvin.Jufti Knot (or False Knot)The Jufti Knot means that one hand tied knot is on four strings
of warp instead of two. That means that only half as many knots are tied in a given area and the
rug will be about half as good or as compact. This malpractice is not general, but much of it is
done.The above does not mean that all rugs have deteriorated; but I would say that more than
half of our importations are decidedly poorer in quality than the same rugs were eight years ago.
Some rugs of each type actually are better, but any dealer who is interested in his reputation
must choose carefully. I feel sorry for many large stores and dealers whose sales are based on
price and promotion. The many stores who offered thousands of cheap grade (and sometimes
some very good old Herez rugs) at retail for $195 to $250 (in the 9x 12 size) are now finding that
they can only buy the poorest, junkiest type at wholesale for $200.Fig. 3. SULTANABAD RUG
FROM IRAN. This figure is typical of many Sultanabads-an overall-flora! design combined with
the Shah Abbas design. The field is usually in some shade of rose, rust, or red, but some few
come in blue. For full details as to other designs, colors, qualities, and characteristics, see
"Sultaoabad" under the alphabetical listing in Part II. The same general design can be found in
Mahals, Muskabads, Araks, and Sarouks.Fig. 4. HEREZ RUG FROM IRAN. A medallion design
which is typical of the thousands of Herez and Gorevan carpets. The medallion may be
geometric but the floral influence is present. The design over the rest of the field is in the
conventionalized floral, the term I use to describe the stiff and angular floral design found in so
many Persian rugs. Ninety-nine out of one hundred Herez and Gorevan rugs are made in this
same general design. All are very similar, but no two are exactly alike. The main border is in the
turtle and rosette design. Tabriz is the market for these types.Fig. 5. BIBIKABAD RUG FROM
IRAN. We class this as a Sena Kurd. Invariably it is in the above generaJ design. Main part of the
field is usually in a shade of light wine or red. Centerpiece is in ivory, and corners in navy, ivory,



and light blue. The entire field is covered with the small, overall Herati (Feraghan) design in
green, pink, flecks of ivory, and other colors. The rug usually has about eleven borders, but may
have as few as seven. Two of the narrow borders will usually be in green. For full details see the
alphabetical listing in Part II. Occasionally this rug comes with a blue field. It is a heavy quality
rug with superior wool.Fig. 6. KIRMAN RUG FROM IRAN. The above plate is typical of
approximately two-thirds of the Kirmans that come to America today. The small floral center
does not stand out as prominently as in this picture, but gives an overall effect. One-third of the
Kirmans imported today have a centerpiece and corner design, but the main part of the field is a
plain color. The border shown is the so-called Aubusson type border. Some refer to it as the
broken border as it merges with the design in the field. The vast majority of modern Kirmans
have an ivory or cream field, with most of the design in pastel shades of blue and rose.Fig. 7.
MODERN DESIGN SAROUK FROM IRAN. Size approximately 7 X 4 ft. Most of the· new
Sarouks come with a red field and overall floral design similar to this rug. Most of the carpet
sizes-9 X 12 feet and larger-will show more open ground and less design. There are scores of
rugs in this general design.Fig. 8. TRADITIONAL DESIGN SAROUK FROM IRAN. Size
approximately 6.6 X 4.6 feet. This rug with a central floral design (some would call it medallion,
but that is unimportant) and its matching corners with the rest of the field covered with
palmettes, tulips, rosette and floral sprays, is typical of the design of Sarouks of thirty-five years
ago and even later. This is a new rug employing the traditional design.Fig. 9. ANTIQUE SENA
FROM IRAN. Size approximately 7 X 5 feet. The Sena is one of the three or four rarest antique
type rugs from Persia. This Sena has the so-called repetitive Herati (Feraghan) design which is
the design employed by more rugs than any other general design. The well-known turtle design
is used in the main border. There are hundreds of variations of both these well-known designs in
the Hamadans, Sena Kurds, Sultanabads, Bijars, Kurdistans, Biblikabads, and many
others.Fig.10. ANTIQUE SARABEND FROM IRAN. Typical of the old Sarabend design which
consists of a small, overall pear design. The border of the Sarabend invariably has the ivory
background with the conventionalized vine and pendant pear design. This old rug has a blue
field.Fig. 11. ANTIQUE SHIRAZ FROM IRAN. Size 6.1 X 5.3 feet. The typical design of many
Shiraz. The same general design is used by Afshars (often referred to as Shiraz). The field would
be called a compartment design by some, while others would refer to it as a garden design. It is
definitely a series of serrated, sided sexagons -each of which is covered with many small
nightingales (birds). Nightingales stand for contentment and happiness to the Iranian.Fig. 12.
SEMI-ANTIQUE KASHAN FROM IRAN. Size 7 X 4.6 feet. The old Kashan is of very fine weave.
The field has an intricate centerpiece and corners. Main part of the field is in a rich red and is
covered with detailed floral designs. The main border is blue with Shah Abbas and intricate
designs.Chapter FourCAUCASIAN RUGSNORTH OF IRAN (persia) is a large rug weaving
district, which has been referred to in all rug books as "The Caucasus." It extends from the Black
Sea on the west to the Caspian Sea on the east, and lies on both the southern and northern
slopes of the Caucasus Mountains. This section now lies wholly within Soviet Russia. The three



southernmost states nearest Iran are, Armenian S.S.R., Azerbaijan S.S.R., and Georgian S.S.R.
North of the Caucasus Mountains is the Russian Soviet Federated Republic.This section at one
time numbered forty distinct races, each speaking a different tongue and each having a slightly
different fashion in rugs. The Caucasus has had a varied political history, having been overrun by
armies of nearby countries which left their imprint as well as many of the conquerers
there.Geometric DesignsWhile it is true that the geometric Turkish and the floral Persian merge
to a degree, the Caucasian rugs have characteristics which mark them as a distinct and
separate group. The majority of these are strictly geometric in design. Diamonds, large stars,
polygons, and many other geometric figures are used. Angular or geometric figures of men,
animals, and birds in small sizes are often used between the larger geometric figures. In the
borders we find the small crab design, the wine cup and leaf design, diagonal stripes, and some
Persian border designs, each of which are stiffened into angular shapes. Many of the designs
show resemblance to Turkish rugs. Others appear to be a stiff rendering of old Persian
designs.This is especially true of those made nearest the Persian borders. The Karabaghs,
Bakus, and Shirvans show Persian influence. The first two show this even more than the
Shirvans.I like to divide Caucasian rugs into two categories: the thick heavy type rugs, which
include: Kazaks, Karabaghs, Tcherkess, and Geunge; and the thin finely woven short pile rugs,
which include the Kabistans, Kubas, Shirvans, Daghestans, Baku, Lesghian, Chichi, and Talish.
Practically all Caucasian rugs, new or old, are in scatter sizes. A good many came in sizes
approximately 9 X 4 ft. and 9 X 5 ft. A very few runners came in sizes approximately 3½ X 12 ft. A
few of the oldest Caucasian rugs did come in unusual sizes, 6 X 15, 7 X 18, and other long
narrow carpet sizes. None of these have been imported in the past 40 years.Ancient Caucasian
Rugs not availableHere is what the British Museum Guide Book says, and I quote to lend weight
to this statement which might be questioned by some collector who thinks he has a 15th century
Kuba or other 300 or 400 year old Caucasian rug: "Carpets have doubtless been made in this
region for many centuries, but the earlier productions are included in the classification of the
older Persian, Armenian, and Turkish carpets. It is not before the 17th, or perhaps the early 18th
century, that the distinct Caucasian Group is recognized."Names of Caucasian RugsBakuChichi
(Tzi-Tzi)DaghestanDerbendGeunge (Genghis) (Ganja)Kazak Kabistan (Cabistan)Karabagh
(Carabagh)Kuba (Kubistan)KutaisLesghianShirvanSoumak (Sumak)
(Kashmir)ShemakhaTalishTcherkessTiflisKashmir, Sumak, and Soumak are one and the same.
These are the flat stitched rugs (rugs woven without a pile) with the colored ends of the wool
hanging loose on the back. The first Oriental Rugs that history recorded were these napless
rugs, being woven like a tapestry.The names best known to,Americans or Europeans, are the
Kazaks, Kabistans, Karabaghs, Daghestans, Shirvans, Kubas, and Chichis. The Kazaks,
Kabistans, and Daghestans are the best known of these. The Chichis are usually different in
design in that they employ a small all-over design. Many of the Daghestans are in Prayer
design.Both John Kimberly Mumford, in his first edition published November 15, 1900, and the
Soviets, in their booklet on Oriental Rugs published by the Armtog Trading Corporation about



1930, insist that most of the rugs that we have called Kabistans were, in reality, made in and
around Kuba, and they should be called Kubistan. To me, one of these names is as good as the
other.I have listed the names of Kutais, Lesghian, Shemakha, Derbend, Geunge, Talish, and
Tiflis; but unless you are a collector with more knowledge than the average expert, these names
can be discarded. No doubt rugs have been made in these towns and districts, and the correct
name would be one of the above. But I have never met a rug dealer or expert who could give
definite information on these. None have been imported under these names during the past
thirty-five years. And, if a collector has one, he has accepted the statement of a dealer who has
never been to Caucasia, and who has bought a number of Kabistan, Daghestan, Shirvan or
other type and convinced himself that it is one of these types.MAP 3. GENERAL MAP OF THE
CAUCASUS (or Caucasian rug weaving states).The lack of rugs by these names has not made
them the object of search by collectors, nor has it made them any more valuable than the other
types. The exception is the Talish rug which is a collector's prize.Definite names of different
types is difficultOne will often have a difficult time deciding which name to give to some of these
Caucasian rugs. Often it is not possible to definitely decide between the following names for a
particular rug-Daghestan, Shirvan, Kubistan or Kuba. In Part II, I have gone into great detail for
those who wish the best thumb rule I know for a line of demarcation between these different
types. See Kabistan, Kuba, Daghestan, and other Caucasian weaves in Part II.The museums
are often satisfied to call these Caucasian rugs. Here is what is stated in the Guide to the
Collection of Carpets of the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, revised edition of 1920: "The
territories of Daghestan, Shirvan, Karabaugh, and Karadagh, and the "Kazak" districts, have
given their names to certain types of Caucasian carpets, and sub-classifications have also been
attempted with the names of Derbend, Kuba, Baku, and other towns. The chief drawback to
these classifications is that characteristics of more than one district are not infrequently
combined in a single carpet; and moreover, the tendency of modern times has been towards the
effacement of local peculiarities to a large extent over the carpet-weaving lands linked up with
modem commerce. The general term 'Caucasian' meets the difficulty presented by the frequent
shifting of political boundaries in the past and comprises a group of carpets in which the main
characteristics are the same."You will note that the British always refer to all size Orientals as
carpets, while we call the smaller sizes rugs and all large sizes carpets.New Caucasion rugs in
1960When I wrote the Chapter on Caucasian rugs in the spring of 1960, I said, as I had in my
1952 edition, "There are no Caucasian rugs exported from Russia today. To the best of my
knowledge, none are being woven there."Time after time I have expressed the opinion that rug
weaving in Russia was finished forever. Imagine my suprise to see a handful of new rugs from
Caucasia under the old names, and with one or two new names added, such as Erivan. All of
these were in sizes about 41 X 61 ft. There are five new booklets out showing the designs in
which these rugs will be, or are being, made. So far, only one small importing house has shown
these, and it had not more than a dozen in stock. It is clear what has happened. With the
tremendous demand for Oriental Rugs in Europe today, and with the shortage in Persian rugs,



and especially with prices of Persian rugs rising every month, many countries are trying to re-
enter the rug weaving field.It is impossible to convey to Americans, who have not witnessed the
buying spree of Oriental Rugs by most all European countries (except England), the tremendous
demand for rugs there, which is unbelievable. Certainly no such demand has ever existed in
America. West Germany is buying many more rugs than America.Predict rejection of new
Caucasian rugs in AmericaIt is too early to pass definite judgment or perhaps even a sound
opinion on the outcome of these new rugs. However, I doubt if they will sell in numbers in
America. First, they are new and bright, and lack the charm of old Caucasian rugs. Also, their
cost of weaving will be higher that the cost in Iran, even with the mass modernization in progress
in Iran. Importers will have to pay at least 45% duty, as against 22½% duty from most rug
weaving countries. Those that I saw, were higher in price than most Americans will pay for such
new rugs. They also have to compete with the Ardebil rugs made in the same general design,
which are made in northem Iran.If the European prosperity and buying spree continues, these
may be sold in Germany and other European countries. I predict they will again cease to weave
these rugs after a year or two.Old Caucasian rugs from American estates going to EuropeAny
good Caucasian rug bought today will be one that comes from some estate or collection. If it is in
the hands of a dealer, he has bought it from an estate, or most likely from some small importer in
New York City who has obtained it from some home. One sees these types, but most of them will
be a worn out variety, and only about one out of fifty such rugs will be in good condition. Yes,
there are perhaps one hundred good Caucasian Rugs in American homes today to every good
one remaining in all Caucasia and Russia. The figure might well be one thousand to one.During
the past several years, scores of European rug buyers have bought thousands of our choicest
old Caucasian rugs and shipped them to Europe. Neither American dealers nor the public have
been able to compete with the prices these European buyers are willing to pay for these very old
Caucasian rugs.For several years after World War II, I could always find a good number of
excellent antique Caucasian rugs on each trip to New York. I invariably rejected the worn rugs of
this type. During the past five years I have not bought a single Caucasian rug from any of the
many small dealers (not retailers, but small jobbers who also import a few Persian rugs). I have
not even bothered to visit the many small places I formerly habitually visited at least once a
month, because I know so well that they have been completely spoiled by these European
buyers. Nor have these European buyers limited their buying to these small jobbers in New York
City, but they have travelled all over America, visiting each retail store. They have not only
cleaned out the wholesalers, but most of the desirable Caucasian rugs throughout the country.I
have fallen victim to their visits and have sold thousands of dollars worth of Caucasian rugs to
these European buyers. Why? Because they are willing to pay more than the American public
will pay. The astonishing fact is that these are wholesale dealers who buy from us. They in turn
sell to retail dealers, who in tum must make a profit when they sell to an individual. So, it would
seem that the individual in Europe is paying double the price Americans are willing to pay for
these old Caucasian rugs. There has been a real demand and a big demand for these old



Caucasian rugs by the American public during the past ten years. No one can blame a retail
dealer when he can sell many thousand dollars in these old Caucasian rugs in a half hour, if he
has such a supply.Pew good Caucasian rugs made since 1915During the period 1924 to 1935 a
great many good Kazaks and Kabistans came to America. Then, they were no higher than the
average good Persian rug. I have bought many from the Armtog Trading Corporation in New York
City and still more from the Russian Agency in London, England. During the above period,
thousands of Caucasian rugs were confiscated by the Soviets from all the great homes in
Russia. In the Port of London Authority docks (The Free Port of London), I have examined
thousands of these Caucasians, as well as Persians, French Aubusson rugs, and everything
salable the Soviets could get their hands on to sell. I have seen thousands of Aubusson type
chair covers and Aubusson tapestry settee covers, which had simply been ripped from old
furn,iture and sent to London in bales-in addition to hand woven great draperies by the
hundreds, and many other items by the thousands-which would convince one that all these
things had been confiscated from the better homes in Russia. Year after year they came, until
about 1938, which leads me to believe that they no longer exist even in the Russian
homes.Many new Caucasian rugs were made during the various Russian Five Year Programs.
These were mostly new Kazaks and new Kabistans (which they call Kubistans). From about
1929 to 1935, they were indeed very cheap, and many a Kabistan about 7 X 4 feet was bought
at retail for $50.00 to $100.00. I have seen many of these after twenty-five years in this country,
that are today good values at $200.00. They, of course, have mellowed and are now
beautiful.Also, at the same time, many Kabistans (Kubistans) appeared that were more finely
woven than even the finest of the old ones. These were woven under Soviet control, and. for the
first time the warp used was cotton or linen, but mostly cotton. They were as finely woven as the
fine old type Kashan, being so fine and new they were not the least bit attractive to me and I did
not buy them. A light chemical wash made them quite salable in London and no doubt in New
York (though not many of these ever reached America). I was more interested in the lovely,
perfect old ones, which at the time actually cost less than these fine new ones. With thirty years
use, these Kabistans-both those sold in their stiff new form and those also lightly treated-have
undoubtedly developed into very beautiful rugs. I have seen a few of these from estates in New
York and they are quite salable after thirty years use; much prettier than they were thirty years
ago. None of these fine new ones, however, have appeared since about 1938.New Kazaks at
that time started using cotton warp, which permits a more finely woven rug, as a rule, than the
woolen warp. For complete information on Caucasian Rugs, you should read the full discussion
on each type of rug in Part II.Again, remember that each rug by each name varies greatly as to
the beauty, weave, wool quality, and con4ition. Each, therefore, varies as to value.Persian rug in
Caucasian designPersian rugs made in the town of Ardebil (in northern Iran), which is twenty
miles south of the old Caucasian border, are being made in the same general design as the old
Kabistans, Kubas, Daghestans, Shirvans, and Bakus. The designs, weave, thickness, colors,
and general characteristics adhere to those of the old Caucasian rugs. They, as a class, are not



quite as fine as the old Caucasian; and, of course, they are bright new rugs. Refer to Ardebil in
the alphabetical list of rugs.FIG. 13.,CAUCASIAN DESIGN CHARACTERISTICSFIG. 14.
ANTIQUE PRAYER KAZAK. From Caucasia. Size 5.4 X 4.4 feet. Field is old red. Typical Prayer
Niche of Kazaks is shown in this rug. Very few come in the Prayer design.FIG. 15. ANTIQUE
CABISTAN RUG FROM CAUCASIA. Size 6.2x4.3 feet. These are finely woven rugs which have
a short nap even when new.FIG. 16. ANTIQUE SHIRV AN RUG FROM CAUCASIA. Size 5.9 X 4
feet. These are also finely woven rugs and they always come with a short nap.FIG. 17. ANTIQUE
KUBA RUG FROM CAUCASIA. Size 6.3 X 4feet. The geometric design in the center is typical of
these rugs. The realistic roses in the border are found principally in Carabaghs. This design is
unusual in a Kuba. The outside border is an old Georgian design.FIG. 18. ANTIQUE PRAYER
KAZAK RUG FROM CAUCASIA: Size 5.6 X 3.9 feet. This is a typical Kazak rug.Chapter
FiveTURKISH RUGS(Also Called Anatolian Rugs and Aria Minor Rugs)IN 1952 I said that rug
weaving in Turkey was forever finished on any commercial scale. I wrote, "Rug weaving in Turkey
has already become a lost art. This country, which has produced millions of hand woven rugs in
many of the towns which we know from our Bible, has done little weaving since 1935. Mustapha
Kemal, the ruler of Turkey until his death, modernized his country or at least improved the
standard of living above the few cents a day that still exists in Iran (persia). Weaving wages there
rose from 50 cents to $1.50 a day, and thus rugs made in Turkey became several times costlier
than those from Iran. The result was the end of rug weaving in Turkey."In the spring of 1960 I
wrote, "There has been little change in the Turkish rug situation during the past eight years."A
few new Turkish rugs in 1960With the great demand for Oriental Rugs in European and Near
East countries, with Iran weaving fewer and fewer rugs, and with prices having risen sharply, the
Turks evidently think that they can once again weave rugs for sale. I have seen only a handful of
these new rugs, which are the first brought to America in years. They were in sizes
approximately 7 X 4 ft. The name given these new rugs was Kula, the name of a famous type of
Turkish Prayer rug. But there was not a single point of similarity. They were not even salable to
the average American buyer. I doubt if many of these will be imported. If they meet with any
limited success) it will be in Europe.I saw another type of new Turkish rug in the London market,
at the Culver St. warehouse. There were perhaps a hundred of these, all very much alike, if not
exactly alike. All were in family prayer design, with several prayer niches, several separate prayer
rugs all combined in one rug about 6 X 21 ft. The field of these separate sections rotated from
blue to green to plum to blue to light red. The nap is silk. I have before me the plate of the rug
from which the many duplicates were copied. It was featured in· a booklet written by Henry
Jacoby for a New York firm in the early twenties, and it was formerly in a Turkish Mosque. The
new ones looked machine made, but were hand woven. How ridiculous it is to make so many
rugs exactly alike. There is little chance of these being a success. One might buy the rug as a
novelty.A few rather inferior new carpets have been made in Turkey in the last few years. They
have been very poor rugs and have not reappeared in America, after costing one store a
handsome loss.List of Antique and Semi-antique Turkish rugsAnatolianAk-



HissarBergamoDirmirdjiGhiordesHerekeKershehrKula (Kulah)LadikMadanMelezMudjarOushak
(Ushak)PergamoRhodian or MakriSpartaSivasSmyrnaYurukZaraI remember my first trip to
Constantinople in 1929 to buy rugs. No choice rugs were being woven then, and had not been
since prior to World War I. But in the old City of Stamboul across the bridge from the modem City
of Pera (the two being known today as Istanbul or Constantinople) there was a tremendous
warehouse known as the Free Port. Here thousands of Persian rugs were shipped in bond for
sale to importers and dealers who came there to buy for large stores in America and Europe.
Because it required some ten days to go from Turkey to Persia in those days, Constantinople
was the largest market in the world at that time. With the advent of the airplane and better roads
in Iran, Constantinople ceased to be a market, and practically no Persian rugs are shipped there,
except for local sales in the Bazaars to tourists.MAP 4. GENERAL MAP OF THE TURKISH RUG
WEAVING AREA.A discussion of Turkish rugs is in order for several reasons. When one thinks of
the old rare Prayer rugs, he knows most of them are Turkish. There are very few Persian rugs in
prayer designs. Rare old Turkish rugs appear in every museum of the world. As a rule, the
Turkish rugs are not finely woven. Their chief characteristics are geometric designs and prayer
designs. Most Turkish rugs are more colorful than old Persian rugs, and they employ more
yellow, mauve, and lavender. They also mass colors and never use animals or human beings.An
unusual type of rug is the very finely woven silk rug-probably made in Ak-Hissar where silk is
available. Originally, Persian weavers were imported and these rugs are often mistaken for the
finest Persian silk rugs. Mr. Norell's Plate 64 shows one of the finest silk rugs ever woven. I would
have called it a Polonaise rug except for the definite proof he has that it was woven in Turkey.
There, are some 800 knots or more to the square inch in this rug..Earliest antique Turkish
rugsRug weaving has been practiced in Turkey for hundreds of years. The oldest known rugs in
the world are the three rugs in the Mosque of Alaed-Din at Konieh, which are believed to have
been made in the 13th century. The dragon and phoenix carpet in the Kaiser Frederick Museum,
Berlin, were probably woven in the 14th or 15th century.The so-called Holbein rugs and the
Oushaks are the best known of the very old Turkish rugs. The Holbein rugs acquired this name
when they appeared in paintings by Holbein and other artists of that period. These rugs had
definite geometric designs, consisting of' squares and stars. They remind one of the later day
Bergamos.The Oushaks are also to be found in many paintings of the 16th and 17th century.
Places such as Williamsburg had one of these, and they are able to determine the definite
period in which these were made only from the many paintings in which these occur. Dutch,
Flemish, and Italian painters all used these old Turkish rugs as backgrounds. We will add a little
more information on these ancient rugs in our chapter on Antique Rugs, and in Part II.It is the
17th and 18th century Turkish or Asia Minor rugs that have interested the collectors of the past
60 years. In addition to these very ancient Turkish rugs which have not been a factor for the past
50 years, and have not been of interest to anyone except the very wealthy collector or Museum, I
like to divide the rugs that we know (or have known) into three different groups. The first and
second groups listed below have something in common in design, but are as different as day



and night in quality and choiceness. The third group is distinct and has no similarity at all to
Turkish rugs in design, size, weave, or colors. This third group simply copied the Persian rugs in
design.Group IAntique and semi-antique rugs made prior to World War I. These are the only
types discussed in the old Oriental Rug books. All of the types in these books, with the exception
of the Pergamo, belong in this group. They are mostly good to very choice rugs. Very few 6f them
were as finely woven as the Persians, but today are more valuable than most of the finest woven
Persian rugs in the same general size. This is due to their rarity, and to their being classified as
objects of art. I recently supplied a museum in a South American city with a number of these
rugs. They, of course, had come from estates. On my first visit to Constantinople in 1929, I did
not find a single good antique Turkish rug in anyone of these rare weaves. The good examples
that appear from collectors' estates, and which I buy if in good condition;'would, I believe, sell for
a higher price in Istanbul today than they sell for here in America. They do not exist in
Turkey.Characteristics of Turkish rugsThe distinguishing characteristics of these old Turkish rugs
are the bright color effect-in general brighter than the Persian rugs-and the employment of much
canary, lavender, and mauve, with the reds and light blues. These rugs use rectangular lines and
a great massing of colors. Animal or human motifs were never used because it was against their
religion. Perhaps half of these old rugs were in Prayer designs. Each type has a Prayer niche,
which, with a few exceptions, is always similar in the same weave but different in each type of
Prayer rug. There are more variations in the Konieh (Konia) than in any other Prayer rug.Group
IIThis group comprises the hundred of thousands cheap copies of the old types that were made
after World War I and up to about 1932. They had some resemblance to the old designs, but
most of them were atrocious. They were crude, little Prayer rugs, about 5x3 feet, that retailed
from $19.00 to $49.00. The dyes were very poor and loose and they would readily bleed when
washed. Even a beginner should have known that they were junk. Very few of these appear
today, even in second hand dealers' showrooms. I surmise that they have worn out quite readily,
and that very few of them are in salable condition, even to the second hand dealer. Occasionally,
I have to use the utmost tact in telling some customer that his cheap example is not one of the
famous old Ghiordes, Mudjars, or other type. A good many people did pay fanciful prices for one
of the better types of these rugs, in the belief that they were acquiring a rare old Turkish Prayer
Rug. The fact that it was a Prayer design did not make it valuable. It might well have been a
$39.00 value instead of the $2000.00 Prayer Ghiordes. But these ceased being made about
1932, and if one of these $39.00 Prayer Rugs were made in Turkey today at a dollar a day
wages, it would cost some $300.00. A much choicer rug from Iran can still be had for about
$50.00 in the 5 X 3 foot size. Again it is my observation that not all Oriental Rugs are beautiful
and that rugs by the same name vary tremendously in quality.Group IIIThese are rugs made in
Turkey after World War I in carpet sizes that copied, or attempted to copy, the Persian designs.
With the tremendous demand for Oriental Rugs that existed at that time, a number of importers
set up rug weaving factories in Turkey and in Greece and produced handmade rugs that copied
the Persian designs mostly in large sizes-from 6 X 9 feet to giant sizes. Although these rugs



employed the Persian floral design for the most part, they lacked the art of the true Persian rugs.
My principal objection to them was that they had a domestic look; and, as a rule, were not long
lived. The prospective buyer often asked if they were Orientals. Thousands of these were made
and sold in the period from 1921 to 1930. They sold readily because they were not expensive. At
that time they could produce these for less than any Persian rug except the Gorevans,
Muskabads, Aracs, and the cheap quality of the Chinese'rugs. Rugs in this group (III) were from
fairly coarse to medium weaves, but the better ones were compactly woven and all had a long,
high nap and soft colors (due to bleaching) which made them more salable. The wholesale price
of these ranged from $1.25 to,$2.50 per square foot. They were sold simply as Anatolians or
Spartas, or under the importers trade name. One importer called his first quality Erskershehr, his
second quality another name, and his poorest quality still another name. Dealers used their own
trade names. Most of these names would confuse anyone who read the rug books because they
were new names. But the poorest quality of all were sold in London as Ghiordes. Here the
poorest handmade rug I have ever seen used the name of the most valuable old Turkish rug. Of
course, I didn't bring these cheap Ghiordes to America because, even though they cost only
$30.00 in London at that time, the tariff' on these was not less than SOrt a square foot or $54.00
for a 9 X 12 feet size. To land these at about $90.00 would not have made them salable even at
$125.00. They sold in London and South Africa by the thousands where the tariff was very low.I
will forget the rugs in Group ill because they are gone forever. There are many thousands in
American homes but my guess is that most of them are pretty well worn out. They wore out
much more quickly than the average Persian rug. I have seen a very few of these still in good
condition, after thirty years. The fact that the rugs in Group II and Group III are no longer made
does not make them valuable. This is true because more beautiful rugs from Iran (persia) are still
being woven at a few cents a day.A great many small rugs were made and marketed as
Pergamos. They were very inexpensive and not readily salable. They, too, lacked the fineness of
the Persian rugs. Again these "Pergamos" sold at very low prices. The name or type is not to be
confused with the rare, old choice Bergamos made from the 18th century up to World War I.
Except for Group III types, Turkish rugs were not chemically treated. The dyes in those made
prior to World War I were almost invariably the fine old vegetable dyes. And now the big question
is, are we to have a fourth new type of rug from Turkey? I think that when you inquire a year or
two years from now, you will find that these are not being made. If they meet with limited
success, it will have to be in Europe, and probably on a barter basis.In conclusionWhen one
used the name Turkish rug, Anatolian rug or. Asia Minor rug, it could mean anything from junk to
the rarest of all small Antique Prayer Rugs. But rug weaving is forever finished in. Turkey on any
commercial scale.FIG. 19. TURKISH PRAYER DESIGNS. Upper left: Melez Prayer Rug; Upper
right: Mudjar Prayer Rug; Lower left: Ladik Prayer Rug; Lower right: Ghiordes Prayer Rug. These
drawings are of the field only. The borders are not shown.FIG. 20. CAUCASIAN DESIGN
CHARACTERISTICSFIG. 21. ANTIQUE YURAK RUG FROM TURKEY. Size 8 X 3.10 feet.FIG.
22. ANTIQUE BERGAMO RUG FROM TURKEY. Size 4.6 X 3.6 feet.FIG. 23. ANTIQUE PRAYER



BERGAMO FROM TURKEY. Size 3.8 X 3.6 feet.FIG. 24. ANTIQUE PRAYER GHIORDES
FROM TURKEY. Size 6.6 X 4.7 feet.Chapter SixTURKOMAN RUGSorTHE BOKHARA FAMILY
OF RUGSTHESE have been known also as Turkestan rugs and some have referred to these as
the Central Asiatic group of rugs. Turkoman is often spelled Turcoman.From the Caspian Sea
eastward for over 1500 miles to the Western edge of China and from the Arabian Sea on the
South, northward for over 1500 miles, lies an area occupied by many peoples and formerly many
tribes from whence came most of the rugs known by the above names. This area was formerly
called Turkestan. Today the Southern and central sections of old Turkestan are three Soviet
States of Turkmen, Uzbek, Kazakh. (The population of this area formerly consisted of Nomad
Turkoman Tribes, most of whom were skilled carpet weavers).From these sections formerly
came most of the rugs best known as Bokharas but which the books insisted on calling by their
tribal names such as Tekke, Salor, Yomut, Ersari, and others.Up until 1940, all rugs known as
Turkomans or Bokharas with the exception of a limited number of rugs from Afghanistan and
Baluchistan came from Turkestan.Today no rugs are available from this main Turkestan section
(S.S. States of Turkmen. Uzbek, and Kazakh).But there are many types of new Bokharas being
made today in Persia, in Afghanistan, and in Pakistan.
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